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For a simple multivariate regression model, nonparametric estimation of the 
(vector of) intercept following a preliminary test on the regression vector is 
considered. Along with the asymptotic distribution of these estimators, their 
asymptotic bias and dispersion matrices are studied and allied efficiency results 
are presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (Xi = (Xi, ,..., J&J’, i > l} be a sequence of independent random 
vectors (rv) with continuous p (21) -variate distribution functions (df) 
{Fi , i > l} where, for every i > 1, 
F,(x) = F(x - 8 - pt,), x E EP, 0 = (6, ,..., BP)‘, p = (/I1 ,..., &)‘, (1.1) 
F, 0 and f3 are unknown and {ti , i 3 l} is a sequence of known constants. 
We are primarily interested in the estimation of the location parameter 8. 
A general class of rank order estimators of 8 (when p may or may not be known) 
has been studied by Sen and Puri [5J The estimator of 0 is different in the 
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two situations where p is specified or not. Let an and 6, be respectively the 
estimator of 8, based on X, ,..., X, , when we assume that p is equal to 0 and 
when p is not specified. Usually, 6, has a larger dispersion than & when 
p = 0, while, for p # 0, 8, may not be a desirable estimator of 8. When 
p is unknown but is suspected to be close to 0, often, a preliminary test on p 
is made: if H,: p = 0 is tenable, then 6, is used, while, if H, is rejected, 6, 
is used. We denote such a preliminary test estimator (PTE) by 0:. The object 
of the present investigation is to study the asymptotic bias and dispersion 
matrix of these three estimators when p is close to 0. In the univariate case, 
Saleh and Sen [4] have considered this problem and the present paper extends 
their results to the multivariate case. In view of the methodological similarity, 
in many places, we shall omit some details of derivations by cross references 
to Saleh and Sen [4] and concentrate mainly on the new results. 
Along with the preliminary notions and basic assumptions, the estimators 
are formally introduced in Section 2. Section 3 deals with their asymptotic 
distributions. Expressions for the asymptotic bias and dispersion matrix of 
these estimators are obtained in Section 4 and a comparative study of these 
quantities is made in the last section. 
2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS AND THE ESTIMATORS 
Let Rc,!(a, b) (or Rfj*(a, b)) be the rank of X, - a - bti (or 1 Xi, - a - bti I) 
among X, - a - bt, ,..., X,, - 0 - bt,(or / X13--~-btI I,..., / Xn3--a-bt, I), 
for i = l,..., #,j = I,..., p, where a and b are real numbers. Let then T,,(a, b) = 
(~,&l , U..., ~&G , b))’ ad &(a, b) = b%&l , hh..., &.,(a, , bV9 
where, for each i (= l,..., p), 
Tn,j(u, 6) = n-l f sgn(Xij - a - bt,)u;,,(R~j*(u, b)), (2.1) 
i=l 
S,,j(U, 6) = n-l gl h - &a,) ~&~b, 41, (2.2) 
f = n-r& ti and the scores a,,j(i) and c&(i) are defined by 
an.j(4 = E4j(“nS) or ddi/(~ + 1)) 
and (2.3) 
d,&) = ~%f(U,i) or +i*(i/(n + l)), 
for i = I,..., n, where U,, < *‘. < U,, are the ordered rv’s of a sample 
of size n from the uniform (0, 1) df and the score function k = (+,3(u), u E (0, I)} 
is absolutely continuous, non-decreasing, skew-symmetric (i.e., +i(u) + 
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&(I - U) = 0, Vu E (0, 1)) and square integrable inside (0, l), while +:(u) = 
$$((I + 4/q, u E (0, l), i = l,..., P. 
We assume that the ti are all bounded and define Qn = ‘& (ti - t,)” and 
Q,* = Q&z. Further, we assume that 
i+% t, = i(j t / < co) and i+% Qz = Q*(O < Q* < co) both exist. (2.3) 
Finally, let SD be the class of all p-variate absolutely continuous df’s which 
are diagonally symmetric about 0 and have a finite Fisher information matrix. 
Then, we assume that F in (1.1) belongs to 9, . 
Note that T&a, b) is L in a (for a given b) and S,Ju, b) is L in b (inde- 
pendently of a) for, every j = l,..., p. Also, under H,*: 8 = p = 0 T,(O 0) 
and S,(O, 0) both have mean 0. As such, as in Sen and Puri [5], we let 
eff,)j = sup(a: T&a, 0) > O}, 42: = inf{u: T&u, 0) < O}; 
B,*j = :(I!?:; + eJ$,; j = 1, . . . . p; &z = (&,l 7-e.) &J; 
p:: = sup{b: S,*j(O, b) > O}, 8:: = inf(b: &JO, b) < O}; 
Bn.j = H/e: + BY,, i = l,..., p; l% = tBn.1 9...> /%,s)‘; 
0:; = sup(u: T,,j(U, /g.j) > O}, 0:; = inf{u: T,,$(u, f112,j) < O}; 
t&j = go:; + L!p;>, j = l,...) p; 43 = @n.1 ,-.., kz,?J’. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Then, 6, is a translation-invariant, robust and consistent estimator of 8 when 
p = 0 and 6, is a similar estimator of 0 when p is unspecified. To formulate 
the PTE e,*, we let Rfj = Rt,!(O, 0), j = l,..., p, i = l,..., 7t and define M = 
(hh=~....,~ by letting 
mje = n-l gl h,j(Rtt!) - G.&&~~) - ~,n,cl, i, 4 = L..., P, (2.10) 
where &e,j = ~-~~~~r u,,,(i), j = l,..., p. As in Puri and Sen [2], for testing 
Ha: p = 0, we consider the test statistic 
-rim = (nSmM,-&J/Q: where S, = S,(O, 0) (2.11) 
and M,- is the generalized inverse of M; 9n is a conditionally distribution-free 
statistic and for large it, under H,, , it has closely the chi-square distribution 
with p degrees of freedom when M, is of full rank. We denote the upper lOOor o/o 
point of the null distribution of -E”, by 9&, and note that Zne, -+ x”,,+, the 
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upper 100a% point of the central chi-square df with p degrees of freedom. 
Then, our proposed PTE is defined by 
(2.12) 
As is usually the case with PTE, 0: is generally neither an unbiased estimator 
of 0 nor it is asymptotically multinormal (though 6, and 6, are so). For this 
reason, we intend to study the asymptotic properties of all these estimators. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION THEORY OF THE ESTIMATORS 
Since the preliminary test estimator is of interest when p is suspected to be 
close to 0, we confine ourselves to local alternatives {K,), where 
K,: p = &,, = ~--~/~y, Y = (r1 ,--a, y,)‘(fixed) E E”. (3.1) 
Also, let Frjl and Fticl be respectively the marginal df of the jth variate and the 
joint df of the (j, d)th variates [corresponding to the df F in (l.l)] and let 
A, =L m .r I for j, G = l,..., p; (3.2 --m -1 MFd-4) M%I(Y)) @,I(x, Y) 
* = ((M)’ riC = xjtl(PLTP~) for j, 6, = l,...,p; T = (he,) (3.2) 
P: = s o1 M4 Mu) du and #Au) = -fril(~("))lfril(~~(~)), 
24 E (0, 11, (3.3) 
for j = l,..., p. We assume that A and T are both of full rank. Then, the 
following theorems hold. 
THEORM 3.1. Under {K,} in (3.1) and the assumed regularity conditions, 
asn-+co, 
and 
@(On - e) 7 JY(iy, T) (3.4) 
n”e(6, - e) -g Mp(O, (1 + t”/Q*)T). (3.5) 
6831912-10 
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THEOREM 3.2. Under {K,} in (3.1) and the regularity conditions of Theorem 3.1, 
asn+co, 
G$(x; y) = i+i Pxn(n1’2(e~ - 0) < x> = G&x - iy; 0, T) I&,& ; A*) 
+ IEtrj Gp(x + MQ*)““>z; 0, T) dG,(z; 0, ‘0 Vx E E’, (3.6) 
where GD(x, p, C) is the p-variate normal df with mean vector y and dispersion 
matrix C, HD(x; 6) is the non-central chi square df with p degrees of freedom and 
non-centrality parameter 6, E(y) = {y E ED: (y + (Q*)1/2y)’ T-l(y + (Q*)l/“y) > 
x”,,,} and d * = Q*(y’T-ly). 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 follows directly from Sen and Puri [5] 
while Theorem 3.2 is a direct multivariate generalization of Theorem 3.2 
of Saleh and Sen [4] and, in view of the similarity, the details of the proof 
are omitted. 
For latter use, we denote the probability density function (pdf) corresponding 
to % by g: , so that for every x E E”, 
g,*(x; Y) = gp(x - ~YY; 0, T) H,(x”,.ct ; A*) 
+ J-llg,(x + (i/(Q*)““)z; 0, T) dG& 0, T, (3.7) 
where g, stands for the multinormal pdf. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC BIAS AND DISPERSON MATRIX OF THE ESTIMATORS 
The mean vector and the dispersion matrix of the asymptotic df in (3.4), 
(3.5) and (3.6) are defined as the asymptotic bias and asymptotic dispersion 
matrix (a.d.m.) of the estimators 8, , 6, and 0: , respectively. Thus, we have 
s,(y) = asymptotic bias of n1’2(6, - e) = ty, 
g,(y) = asymptotic bias of n112(6, - e) = 0, Vy; 
(4.1) 
I’,(y) = a.d.m. of n1/2(6, - t3) = T + fayy’, 
r2(y) = a.d.m. of nl/s@, - e) = (1 + ia/Q*)T, Vy. 
(4.2) 
To obtain parallel expressions for the PTE, we note that, by definition, for every 
c > 0 and 8 = a’B-la (>O), 
s 
dG,(x; a, B) = (exp(-$6)) 5 (W[l - H,+2r(c; 0)1/r! 
I 
(4.3) 
x’B-‘x>c r=O 
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and hence, by differentiating with respect to a, it follows by some simple steps 
that 
s 
x dG,(x; 0, B) = a[&,(c; 6) - fb+&; 31, (4.4) 
b+aYB-'(r+a)>o 
s (x - a)(x - a)’ dG,(x; a, B) x'B-'x>c 
-.I 
- xx’ dG,(x; 0, B) 
(r+a)'B-'(r+a)>c 
= [l - N,,(c; S)B - aa’{H,(c; 6) - 2H,,(c; 6) + H,+,(c; S))]. (4.5) 
Hence, 
g*(y) = asymptotic bias of nlla(O~ - 0) 
= fYfb(X~.a ; A*) + j,(,, (-V(Q*)1’2)z dG,(z; 0, T) 
= iY&(x;.. ; A*) 
+ (--f/(Q*)““)(Q*)“” ~[H,(x:,e ; A*) - fJ,,Cx”,,a: ; A*)1 
= im9+2(xkx ; d*NY> (4.6) 
r*(y) = a.d.m. of n”“(ef - 6) 
= (1 + t‘“/Q*)T - (t‘“/Q*) %+,(x:.0: ; d*)T 
- t2[fh(X”,,IY ; A*) - 2&+*(x& ; A*) + %+4(x;.. ; A*)1 YY’. (4.7) 
We conclude this section with the remark that T, appearing in (4.2) is positive 
definite, while, yy’ in (4.7) is positive semi-definite (of rank I), so that if 
4 > ..a 3 8, be the characteristic roots of T-lyy’, then 8.. = **a = 8, = 0 and 
4, = Trace[T-lyy’] = y’T-ly = d*/Q*. (4.8) 
5. COMPARISON OF THE ESTIMATOFG 
It follows from (4.1), (4.2), (4.6) and (4.7) that for i = 0, 
51(Y) = h(Y) = 5*(Y) = 0 and r,(y) = r*(y) = r*(y) = T, Vy. (5.1) 
Also, for i = 0, by (3.6), q(x; y) = G,(x; 0, T), Vy, so that all the three 
estimators have the same asymptotic (multinormal) dfi their common asymptotic 
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bias is equal to 0 and common a.d.m. is equal to T. On the other hand, for 
t # 0, g,(y) = 0 and l?,(y) does not depend on y while the other quantities 
do so. 
THEOREM 5.1. Under H,: p = 0 (i.e., y  = 0), when t rf 0, rz(0) - rl(0), 
r,(o) - r*(o) and r*(o) - rl(o) are all positive dejkite whenever T is so. 
Proof. By (4.2), for y = 0, I’,(O) - rI(0) = (t2/Q*)T and by (4.2) 
and (4.7), r2(0) - r*(O) = (t2/Q*) Hp+2(~i,a ; 0)T and r*(O) - rr(O) = 
@“/Q*)U - ~~+z(x;,a ; W 
HP(x;,ol ; 
where r2/Q* > 0 and 0 < HD+2(xi,u ; 0) < 
0) = 1 - 01 < 1. Hence, the result follows. 
We define the asymptotic relative efficiency (A.R.E.) in terms of the asymptotic 
gemm&zed variance (i.e., the pth root of the determinant of the a.d.m.) [as in 
Chapter 6 of Puri and Sen [3]]. Th en, for y = 0, the A.R.E. of (03 with respect 
to {Qn} is given by 
de*, 4 I Y = 0) = {I r,(O)I/I r*(O)l>“” = (1 + (t”/Q*)[l - &+2(x:,a ; O)l)-‘, 
(5.2) 
where 1 B 1 stands for the determinant of B (= product of its characteristic roots). 
Similarly, 
e(fJ*, 6 I Y = 0) = {I r2(o)lil r*(o)lYp 
= (1 + t”/Q*){l + (f”/Q*)[l - Hp+,(x;,m ; O)l>-‘. (5.3) 
Thus, 
e(e*, Q / y = 0) < 1 < e(e*, B 1 y = 0), for every t, (5.4) 
where, for f = 0, both the inequality signs reduce to = signs. 
Let us next consider the case of y # 0. Form (4.2), (4.7) and (4.8), we have 
e(Q, 6 1 Y> = (I r,(Y)l/l rI(Y)l)i’p = (1 + WQ*){I E + t2T-lyy’ IF’ 
= (1 + i”/Q*) fi (1 + i”&) 
1 
-” = (1 + t”/Q*)(l + f24-l/n 
i=l 
= (1 + r2/Q*)(1 + t2d*/Q*)-l’p. (5.5) 
Thus, (5.5) assumes constant values on the ellipsoids specified by d * = y’T-ly 
and as d * + 0, it goes to (1 + t”/Q*), while it goes to 0 as d * ---f co, indicating 
that for large d *, 8, becomes relatively inefficient (mainly because its asymptotic 
bias yt shoots up its a.d.m.). In fact, 
e(Q, 6 1 y) is g 1 according as d* is g [(I + i2/Q*)* - l]/(i”/Q*). (5.6) 
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Letusnowdefine,forevery6 >Oa.ndO <or < 1, 
and 
Pl.P@, 4 = 1 - %+2(XLa : 6) 
(5.7) 
PZ.P(h 4 = wx”,.a ; 6) - =b+B(xhx ; 8) + &-4(x~.. ; 6). 
Then, from (4.2), (4.7) and (5.7), we have 
e(e*, Q I Y) = {I rdY>I/I r*(yWa 
= (I I + fzT-l~~’ IV’{1 I( 1 + p&d*, a) i”/Q*) 
(5.8) 
- P2.9(A*, a) PT-lyy’ 1)--1/p 
= [(l + A*WQ*)l(l + (f21Q*)h,,(A*, 4 
- p2+,(d *, 4 A *))(I + P&A *, 4 ~21Q*)“-111’p. 
(5.8) also assumes constant values on the ellipsoids specified by d* = y’T-1~. 
Note that 0 < OL < pr,(d*, a) < 1 for every A* > 0 and it converges to 1 
as A* 3 co, while 
where 
P~,~(A*, CX) = (exp{-+A*)} F (iA*)‘(r p(‘) 
[ V-0 
2,9+2+(0,4]> (5.9) 
d%A4 = (exp{-~x~,,))[(Bx~.=)k’2/lk/2 + 11U - x3@ + 2N, k > 1. 
(5.10) 
Thus, if ,y”,.. < p + 2 then p2,JA*, a) is 20 for every A* >, 0, while, if 
xi., > p + 2, then there exists a A*( p, a) > 0, such that p&A*, S) is < 
or >O according as A* is < or >A*(p, a). In any case, 1 p2,JA*, a)1 < 1 
for every A* >, 0 and a~(0, 1) and A*p,,,(A*, a) +O as A* -+ co. Hence, 
for A* close to 0 (depending on t2/Q*, p and CX), e(B*, 8 1 y) is 61, it exceeds 
1 otherwise and it tends to co as A* -+ co. Thus, except when A* is small, 
0: is asymptotically relatively more efficient than 6, . In a similar manner, 
we have 
e(e*, 8 I Y) = [(l + f”/Q*>/(l + (f2/Q*)(pl,,(A*, 4 
- pz,s(A *t 4 A*H(l + pl.p(A*, 4 ~2/Q*)“-1]1’“- (5.11) 
At A* = 0, (5.11) is >l, t # 0 and 0 < 01 < 1. Also, as A* + co, it con- 
verges to 1. For p = 1, (5.11) h as already been studied in detail by Saleh and 
Sen [4] [viz. their (5.12)-(5.1411. H ence, we confine ourselves here to p >, 2. 
From our discussions following (5.8), we conclude that for A* close to 0, 
&A*, CY) - A*p2JA*, a) is ~1 and hence, e*, is asymptotically relatively 
more efficient and, also for large A *, they are asymptotically equally efficient. 
6831912-11 
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In passing, we may remark that for f # 0, g,(y) = 0 but g,(y) = ty and 
g*(y) = {tH9+a(& ; d*)}y where HD+a(x,+ ; A*) is less than 1 - 01 for all 
A* > 0 and it tends to 0 as A* -+ co. Thus, 6, has a comparatively larger 
asymptotic bias than 0; for all y, and, in particular, for large A*, this bias 
makes 8, comparatively inefficient. In this respect, the picture is very similar 
to the univariate case, studied in detail by Saleh and Sen [4]; coordinatewise 
extensions of their univariate results remain true for the multivariate case 
as well. 
The two-sample location model is a special case of (1.1) when t, = *.. = 
tnl = 1, tnl+l = .‘I = t, = 0, 12 = n, + na and rzr > 1, n, 3 1. In this case, 
p stands for the difference of location (vectors) of the two df’s. Whenever 
n,/n-+p: O<p<l, &+f=p, Q*=p(l-p) and O<t2/Q*= 
p/(1 - p) < 00. Thus, the ti satisfy the assumed regularity conditions. In 
particular, for the case of equal sample size, p = 3 , so that 1”/Q* = 1. In 
Table I, we present some numerical values of (5.8) and (5.11) for typical values 
of A*, 01 and p. For the range of (A*, 01, p), considered in Table I, 0; appears 
to be asymptotically more efficient than 6, . For small ~11 and A* close to 0, 
6, is asymptotically more efficient, while, the opposite conclusion holds when 
A* increases. Similar pictures can be obtained for other values of p. 
TABLE I 
The A.R.E. in the Two-Sample (Equal Sample Size) Case 
(a, A *I 
Ly=.Ol .4*=0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
a=.05 A*=0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
a= .lO A* = 0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
de*, 6 I y) de*, 6 lu) 
p=2 p=3 p=4 p=2 p=3 p=4 
0.947 0.957 0.962 1.892 1.914 1.924 
1.238 1.140 1.107 1.750 1.810 1.861 
1.408 1.230 1.170 1.626 1.706 1.777 
1.526 1.279 1.199 1.526 1.611 1.695 
1.619 1.305 1.232 1.448 1.527 1.648 
0.833 0.858 0.871 1.667 1.716 1.742 
1.063 0.989 0.960 1.503 1.570 1.617 
1.213 1.054 0.993 1.400 1.462 1.510 
1.334 1.096 1.008 1.334 1.381 1.425 
1.441 1.129 1.015 1.290 1.320 1.357 
0.750 0.780 0.797 1.500 1.560 1.594 
0.974 0.902 0.875 1.377 1.431 1.471 
1.131 0.969 0.908 1.306 1.344 1.380 
1.262 1.018 0.928 1.262 1.282 1.312 
1.377 1.056 0.941 1.232 1.235 1.259 
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